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EXPORTING BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION 
MODELS TO A US COLONY:

PUBLIC HEALTH WORKERS AND HIV/AIDS 
PREVENTION IN PUERTO RICO

David Baronov

ABSTRACT

For the past decade, the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention have emphasized the use of HIV/AIDS prevention mod-
els that explicitly incorporate theoretically-grounded, behavior 
modification models to establish its funding priorities for the 
US and its territories. This essay argues that this emphasis on 
behavior modification models raises a unique set of concerns 
for those conducting HIV/AIDS prevention campaigns in a 
colonial setting, such as Puerto Rico. Specifically, this paper 
examines US efforts to control the spread of HIV within three 
marginalized populations—injection drug users, sex workers 
and gay men—by tightening surveillance and introducing mod-
els of social control that target private, personal behaviors. A 
parallel is drawn between early industrial Taylorism (as a form 
of social control within the factory) and public health interven-
tions designed to foster social control within a colonial setting. 
Four specific interventions in Puerto Rico are presented and 
examples of their applications are analyzed. These include: The 
Health Belief Model, The Theory of Reasoned Action, Social 
Cognitive Theory and The Transtheoretical Model. In concert 
with the objective of social control, it is maintained that such 
interventions have had a fundamentally depoliticizing effect 
among marginalized populations in Puerto Rico. The common 
underlying principles of these models, it is argued, operate to 
thwart collective action and undermine broad-based community 
efforts. This has both strengthened US colonial rule while com-
promising the efficacy of HIV prevention efforts.

Keywords: HIV/AIDS, HIV Prevention, Puerto Rico, colonialism, social 
control, behavior modification, social psychology
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SINOPSIS

Durante las últimas décadas, los Centros para el Control y Pre-
vención de Enfermedades han enfatizado el uso de los modelos 
de prevención de VIH/SIDA que incorporan explícitamente los 
modelos con base teórica y cambio de comportamiento para 
establecer sus prioridades financiadas para Estados Unidos y 
sus territorios. Este ensayo discute que el énfasis en los mode-
los de cambio de comportamiento formula una serie de pre-
ocupaciones para las personas que llevan a cabo campañas de 
prevención en un escenario colonial, como es el caso de Puerto 
Rico. Este trabajo examina los esfuerzos de Estados Unidos 
para controlar la propagación de VIH en tres poblaciones mar-
ginales —usuarios de droga, trabajadores sexuales y hombres 
homosexuales— mediante el fortalecimiento de la vigilancia y 
la introducción de modelos de control social dirigidos a los com-
portamientos privados y personales. Se establece un paralelismo 
entre el Taylorismo industrial temprano (como forma de control 
social en la fábrica) y las intervenciones en salud pública diseña-
das para fomentar el control social en un escenario colonial. Se 
presentan cuatro intervenciones específicas en Puerto Rico y se 
analizan ejemplos de sus aplicaciones. Éstas son: El Modelo de 
creencia en la salud, la Teoría de la acción razonada, la Teoría 
social cognitiva y el Modelo transteórico. En acuerdo con el 
objetivo de control social, se sostiene que estas intervenciones 
han tenido un efecto fundamentalmente despolitizador entre 
las poblaciones marginales en Puerto Rico. Se discute que los 
principios comunes subyacentes de estos modelos operan para 
frustrar la acción colectiva y debilitar los esfuerzos de base 
comunitaria. Ambos principios han fortalecido el dominio co-
lonial de Estados Unidos y han comprometido la eficacia de los 
esfuerzos de prevención del HIV.

Palabras clave: HIV/SIDA, prevención de HIV, Puerto Rico, colonialismo, 
control social, cambio de comportamiento, psicología social

RÉSUMÉ

Ces dernières décennies, les Centres de Prévention et de Con-
trôle des Maladies ont insisté sur l’utilisation des méthodes de 
prévention de HIV/SIDA qui incorporent  explicitement des 
modèles sur des bases théoriques et de modification du com-
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 comportement afin d’établir leurs priorités financées pour les 
Etats-Unis et leurs territoires. Cet essai expose que la mise en 
relief des modèles de modification du comportement soulève 
une serie de préoccupations pour les genes qui mènent des 
campagnes de prévention dans un scénario colonial, tel que 
celui de Porto Rico.

Ce travail examine les efforts des Etats-Unis pour contrôler 
la propagation du HIV au sein de trois populations marginali-
sées - les utilisateurs de drogues intraveineuse, les travailleurs 
du sexe,  et les homosexuels- en renforçant la surveillance 
et l’introduction de modèles de contrôle social qui visent les 
comportements privés et personnels. Un parallèle est tracé 
entre première période du Taylorisme industriel (une forme 
de    contrôle social au sein de l’usine) et les interventions de la 
santé publique créées pour favoriser le contrôle social dans une 
région coloniale. Quatre interventions spécifiques à Porto Rico 
sont présentées (le Modèle de confiance en la santé, la Théorie 
de l’action raisonnée, la Théorie cognitive sociale et le Módele 
transthéorique) et des exemples de leur application sont ana-
lysés. En accord avec l’objectif du contrôle social, on soutient  
que de telles interventions ont provoqué une dépolitisation fon-
damentale parmi les populations marginalisées de Porto Rico. 
On discute que les principes en commun et sous-jacents de ces 
modèles opèrent afin de frustrer l’action collective et d’ébranler 
les  efforts communautaires. Dans les deux cas, ceci a renforcé 
la domination coloniale des Etats-Unis, ce qui a compromis 
l’efficacité des efforts de lutte contre le HIV.

Mots-clés : HIV/SIDA, prévention contre le HIV, Porto Rico, colonialisme, 
contrôle social, modification du comportement, psychologie sociale
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Background

Over the past two decades, the AIDS epidemic has 
washed across Puerto Rico with horrific consequenc-
es. The impact of HIV/AIDS on the Island’s public 

health infrastructure has been crippling. The impact on the health 
of Puerto Ricans has been devastating. By most any comparison, 
the Island’s rate of reported AIDS cases ranks high. In comparison 
to other US states and territories, Puerto Rico ranks third behind 
only the District of Columbia and New York State (see Table 1). 
While official AIDS statistics are notoriously unreliable through-
out the Americas, were Puerto Rico a nation, it would easily rank 
among the top five in the hemisphere with respect to the number 
of AIDS cases.1 At the same time, given Puerto Rico’s ongoing 
unsettled colonial status, any effort to analyze the Islands’ HIV 
prevention efforts must confront the links between the HIV/AIDS 
crisis and US colonial rule.

Table 1: Top 5 US States and Territories Based on the
Cumulative Number of Reported AIDS Cases

Per 100,000 Persons, 1981–(June) 1999

US State
or Territory

Cumulative Number 
of Reported
AIDS Cases 

Number of Cumulative 
Reported AIDS Cases 

Per 100,000 Persons
1.  District of Columbia 11,634 2,196
2.  New York 132,086 728
3.  Puerto Rico 23,027 602
4.  Florida 73,168 499
5.  New Jersey 39,344 488
All US states/territories 711,344 261

Source: United States HIV/AIDS Surveillance Report. Centers for Disease Control, 
Washington, DC:June 1999.

 The literature on colonial and neocolonial rule is extensive 
(Nkrumah 1966; Memmi 1991; Césaire 1972; Sartre 2001; Fanon 
1967). In that debate, Puerto Rico occupies a unique position 
(Trías Monge 1997). Generally speaking, colonial rule refers to 
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one country directly controlling the political, economic and social 
institutions of another country via direct force and occupation. 
Under colonial rule, native leaders may hold administrative po-
sitions, however, their power depends upon the consent of the 
occupying foreign power and is not necessarily legitimated by the 
native population. Neocolonial rule traditionally refers to a set of 
political arrangements (normally following a period of colonial 
rule) whereby the political, economic and social institutions are 
formally under native control (via limited democratic practices). 
However, lingering administrative and military ties to the former 
foreign occupying power greatly circumscribe the options of in-
digenous leaders. Neocolonial rule further relies upon a global 
web of political, economic and cultural institutions and practices 
(e.g., the World Trade Organization, Hollywood, the International 
Monetary Fund) to influence societies around the world.
 The case of Puerto Rico would seem to fall somewhere be-
tween a colonial and neocolonial designation. The formal political 
status of Puerto Rico since 1952 has been that of a Commonwealth 
of the US. Puerto Ricans are US citizens by birth. Puerto Rican 
courts are subject to US judicial review and must conform to the 
precepts of the US Constitution. The US military controls the 
Puerto Rican territory and enlists Puerto Rican soldiers for its 
wars. Most importantly, Puerto Rican political status (common-
wealth, statehood or independence) is in the hands of the US Con-
gress and not the Puerto Rican people. Puerto Rican plebiscites 
are nonbinding on the US Congress who can accept or reject the 
outcome. At the same time, Puerto Rico has had a directly elected 
governor since 1949 and the Puerto Rican legislature is permitted 
to legislate on a broad range of domestic issues. For these reasons, 
the US role in Puerto Rico is referred to here as colonial rule. 
 Since the mid 1980s, the public health services in the US have 
been increasingly concerned with controlling the spread of HIV.2 
Given the epidemiological nature of the virus, this has resulted 
in government health officials targeting specific segments of the 
population identified with particular behaviors; e.g., gay men, 
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injection drug users (IDUs), sex partners of IDUs, etc. Health 
experts have been trained to enter the communities where these 
populations reside or frequent and put an end to these particular 
behaviors. Behavior modification models represent the basic tool 
for health experts in such efforts. These behavior modification 
models guiding public health campaigns have their origin in the 
development of cognitive learning theories associated with the 
field of social psychology as it developed in the US from the 1930s 
(Rosenstock 1974; Leviton 1989; Coates, Temoshok and Mandel 
1984).
 Behavior modification models represent explicit efforts to 
collect, organize and analyze sociological and psychological data 
on specific populations for the purpose of manipulating those 
findings in a manner to induce behavior change which would not 
otherwise be expected to occur. The ostensible purpose of such 
models is to reduce the incidence of harmful behaviors in select 
populations. A residual effect of such models is social control. 
For the purpose of examining these concerns, four popular be-
havior modification models that inform HIV/AIDS prevention 
campaigns are considered here. It is argued that these models 
share certain core methodological and pedagogical characteristics. 
Importantly, it is a premise of this essay that these methodologi-
cal and pedagogical characteristics significantly mirror earlier 
schemes associated with Taylorism in the industrial workplace 
for securing conformity and order. Thus, it is especially helpful 
to explore those core elements common to popular models of 
behavior change with respect to their implications for a colonial 
setting as well as to chart the prior incarnations of such models in 
early industrial Taylorism. 
 Though the four behavior modification models considered 
here were not initially designed with the goal of colonial rule in 
mind, there are three basic elements common to each that have 
unique consequences for a colonial setting. First, each model at-
tempts to effect behavior change based upon an implicit  notion 
of rationality. The pedagogical form by which the colonized 
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subject is presented knowledge proceeds from the colonizer’s 
rationality, largely resulting, it is argued, in behavior change tied 
to cultural and normative usurpation. The collision of rationalities 
(represented by a colonial discourse of colonizer/colonized) is a 
central feature of such behavior modification efforts. This aspect 
of behavior modification models is paralleled by the Taylorist 
separation of knowledge and work. The separation of managerial 
knowledge from the laborer (reduced to a mechanical appendage) 
serves two purposes: (1) greater control over the production pro-
cess and (2) greater dependence of the worker on the manager. 
Restricting a social actor’s choices to a finite set of options is key 
to the design of behavior modification models.
 Second, each model attempts to effect behavior change 
through motivational programs based upon an implicit ideology 
of abstinence. Delaying immediate gratification, it is argued, 
while clearly beneficial with respect to risky health behaviors, 
at the same time must be placed within the larger agenda of the 
colonizer in a colonial setting. That is to say, instilling an ethic 
of restraint is a behavior change not simply at the level of risky 
health behaviors. This is a personal ethic informing one’s expecta-
tions, and one’s propensity to adapt or make greater demands in 
general. In a colonial setting, the effect (directly or indirectly) is 
political pacification. This strategy has always had only a tenuous 
legitimacy within Taylorist schemata. Thus, always paired with 
abstinence themes are threats of disciplinary action (such as firing 
a worker) which, as will be seen, have their parallels in behavior 
modification models.
 Third, each model considered here attempts to effect behav-
ior change through a notion of (individual) capacity that is based 
upon an implicit notion of social change in general. Self-efficacy 
substitutes for collective organization, as change at the level of 
the individual is emphasized at the expense of change at the level 
of society. Indeed, the individual herself/himself is eclipsed by 
a process wherein people—so as to be dissected—are reduced 
to a documentable, quantifiable set of behaviors. It is here that 
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 behavior modification agendas and colonial agendas most clearly 
blur. The colonial subject is “sick”. The colonial subject can be 
“cured” by means of a rigid regiment of rugged individualism. 
First the subject is reduced to a discrete set of quantifiable be-
haviors; such as injection drug use. Second, the subject is asked 
to overcome any social conditions contributing to the practice 
of such behaviors through a program of discipline and personal 
fortitude. Like the ideology of abstinence, it is argued, basing be-
havior change on self-efficacy over social mobilization is (directly 
or indirectly) a contribution both to individual behavior modifica-
tion as well as to the pacification of a colonized people.

Taylorist predecessors to colonial HIV/AIDS prevention 
models

 It is helpful to briefly review those aspects of Taylorism pro-
viding the historical bases for modern behavior modification 
models (Taylor 1985).3 While exploring the historical precedents 
for modern behavior modification models in Taylorism, it is im-
portant to note that the development of behavior modification 
models did not represent a conscious adaptation of Taylorist 
principles. Rather, the purpose of the present discussion is to draw 
important parallels between Taylorism and HIV/AIDS behavior 
modification models in Puerto Rico so as to better understand 
the impact of the latter. These parallels occur on three levels. (1) 
Goals: The goal of Taylorism is the proper adaptation of workers 
to conditions of factory life while the goal of behavior modifica-
tion models in Puerto Rico is the proper adaptation of individuals 
to the impoverished, marginalized conditions of colonial rule. (2) 
Methods: The method of Taylorism is to reduce workers to sets 
of finite physical motions. The method of behavior modification 
models is to reduce persons at risk of contracting HIV to sets of 
quantifiable “deviant” behaviors. (3) Strategies: The strategic 
focus of Taylorism is on the acceptance of factory regimentation 
through individual-level coping strategies rather than addressing 
factory conditions. The strategic focus of behavior modification 
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models is on the acceptance of conditions of colonial rule through 
individual-level behavior change strategies rather than addressing 
the broader oppressive social conditions.
 Early Taylorist efforts at behavior modification had their roots 
in adapting workers to changes in the labor process brought on by 
industrialization—in particular the advent of regimented factory 
production. An essential feature of capitalist production is the 
historical transformation of the relationship between the worker 
and the production process. In the early era of capitalist produc-
tion, the worker began as an active agent in command of a set of 
tools linked via the production process to other artisan-workers. 
Through mechanization, the worker was gradually transformed 
into an appendage of a machine and s/he was linked via the pro-
duction process to other machines. The worker and tool traded 
places and the worker, once a vital, active agent, became a recep-
tive, docile agent. Marx captured this gradual debasement in one 
of his more sentimental works, volume one of Capital.

The worker has been appropriated by the [production] process; 
but the process had previously to be adapted to the worker. This 
subjective principle of the division of labor no longer exists in 
production by machinery. Here the total process is examined 
objectively, viewed in and for itself, and analyzed in its consti-
tutive phases. The problem of how to execute each particular 
process, and to bind the different partial processes together into 
a whole, is solved by the aid of machines, chemistry, etc. . . .  
In manufacturing the worker makes use of a tool; in the factory, 
the machine makes use of him.  (Marx 1977:501–502, 548)

The worker’s function is dictated by a machine while the worker’s 
(conditional) existence is defined by her/his alienation from the 
larger processes of production. The alienated condition of labor 
within capitalist production is an oft-told story the details of which 
do not require repeating (Marcuse 1964; Braverman 1983). Of 
interest here is only a consideration of the manner by which labor 
is alienated from the production process and the strategies devised 
by capital to “adapt” the worker to her/his estranged condition. 
These are the strategies that—along with the instrumentalist logic 
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underlying these strategies—provide the rationale for behavior 
modification models today.
 The early 20th century work of Frederick Taylor (1985) came 
to epitomize efforts to, on the one hand, explain the necessity of 
change, while, on the other hand, devise schemes to properly shape 
factory workers to better “fit” the needs of modern production. 
This was part of the larger campaign to adjust society to the needs 
of industry by means of explaining problems brought on by deep 
social changes as problems related to the improper adaptation of 
human beings to the nature of the new reality. Behavior modifi-
cation models are grounded in a similarly circular logic. Modern 
society gives rise to conditions of social alienation, isolation and 
marginality. Such conditions—especially prevalent among histori-
cally-oppressed communities—then result in unsanctioned forms 
of social expression (unauthorized injection drug use, “promiscu-
ity,” etc.). Behavior modification models blithely pass over social 
conditions to hone their tools on the wayward social expressions. 
The goal, no less instrumentalist than that of its Taylorist distant 
cousin, is to properly shape the social deviant to better fit modern 
society.
 Taylor’s work resulted in a series of time and motion studies. 
The precise motions of workers vis-à-vis machinery and the length 
of intervals between motions were studied and documented. A pri-
mary purpose of time and motion studies was—following scientific 
management’s replacement of artisan expertise with technology 
and managerial teams—to further the evolution of factory work 
by means of creating a thoroughly interchangeable, de-skilled 
labor force. It was determined that workers could be effectively 
stripped of individual traits. They could be defined purely by their 
relation to machinery. This relation was defined as a quantifiable 
series of motions occurring in a set period of time. Hence, if need 
be, replacing one worker with another would be a matter of liter-
ally having one worker’s hands fill the space of another’s. Just as 
scientific management reduces the factory worker to a series of 
motions separated by time intervals, the behavior modification 
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model reduces members of target populations4 to a set of discrete, 
quantifiable behaviors. Just as scientific management seeks to take 
this information to create generic, interchangeable workers, the 
behavior modification model seeks to create generic models of 
behavior change that are easily transferred from one community 
to another. In both cases, the individual does not—and schemati-
cally cannot—exist.
 Finally, Taylorism gave birth to the modern manager and their 
attendant monopoly of expertise (or knowledge). The role of the 
manager in the factory as “expert” serves to institutionalize (for-
mally and ideologically) the separation of knowledge (supervisors) 
from muscle (frontline workers). The fundamental basis of power 
for the manager over the worker stems from the internal nature of 
capital/labor relations. However, the legitimizing social form this 
power takes is the ability to tell someone what to do or not to do; 
not based simply on a relation of authority but on the possession 
of superior knowledge. This separation of knowledge and muscle 
(real or perceived) has its direct counterpart in public health and 
HIV/AIDS prevention. Workers look to managers as members 
of target populations look to health care experts for instruction, 
explanation and permission. A major source of the power and 
control of managers and health care experts over others is this 
separation.
 Today’s HIV/AIDS prevention programs (based upon modern 
behavior modification models) have, therefore, come to repre-
sent the modern incarnation of scientific management applied 
to public health insofar as their techniques, methodologies and 
pedagogical underpinnings mimic those of Taylorism. The pur-
pose of scientific management is the adaptation of human beings 
to working conditions created by non-human technology with as 
minimal an impact as possible on working conditions. The purpose 
of the behavior modification model is, likewise, to adapt human 
beings to living conditions originating in the development of mod-
ern capitalist society (e.g., poverty, alienation, marginalization) 
without addressing social conditions. In the case of Puerto Rico, 
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the legacy of colonialism is added to the equation. Given the great 
overlap between scientific management of the early 20th century 
and modern behavior modification models—with respect to goals, 
methods and strategies—it is not clear why greater use of the 
scientific management literature (particularly its criticisms) have 
not been treated more seriously within the behavior modifica-
tion literature. Its neglect has left these models open to the same 
criticisms of instrumentalization earlier leveled against scientific 
management.

Four Behavior Modification Models

 There are a number of behavior modification models currently 
in vogue. Here we will consider four models commonly promoted 
by the CDC: The Health Belief Model, The Theory of Reasoned 
Action, The Social Cognitive Learning Theory and The Trans-
theoretical (or Stages of Change) Model. In considering these 
models it is important to understand that there is extensive overlap 
between the four. The primary distinctions have to do with areas 
of emphasis, reflecting divergent underlying assumptions about 
behavior change.

The Health Belief Model

 Among the earliest and still the most influential of these 
models is the Health Belief Model (Becker 1974; Becker 1988; 
Janz and Becker 1984; Kirscht 1974; Rosenstock, Strecher and 
Becher 1994). Though it has gone through several modifications, 
the model’s basic features are easily summarized. There are three 
levels of beliefs (or perception) insofar as they determine behavior 
changes related to health. First, there is a person’s perception of 
the severity of a given ailment. Second, there is a person’s percep-
tion of her/his own susceptibility to a given ailment. Third, there is 
a person’s perception of her/his efficacy with respect to behavior 
change (necessary for avoiding a given ailment). A central focus 
of the Health Belief Model is the so-called “cues to action”. These 
are social stimuli that alert individuals to dangers at the first two 
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levels of perception. The model itself, as reflected in the nature of 
various critiques developed by the other three models considered 
here, has focused more on knowledge as an inducement to change 
than on barriers to efficacy.
 The most common examples of HIV/AIDS prevention pro-
grams in Puerto Rico based on the Health Belief Model are 
school-based (and workplace-based) programs. The target popu-
lation for school-based programs are (potentially) sexually-ac-
tive teens who are enrolled in school. Predictably, the content of 
HIV/AIDS prevention programs often conflicts with predominant 
community sexual mores. As a result, students are either specially 
selected (those with parental consent) or the content is significant-
ly watered down to the point of irrelevancy. Abstinence remains 
the central, driving prevention message (aimed at straight teens) 
in Puerto Rico. Any consideration of gay lifestyles is taboo and 
off limits in such settings, while the dangers of injection drug use 
and of abusive relationships for women is given minimal attention. 
Both through the presentation of basic information regarding the 
dangers of HIV/AIDS as well as through the ritualistic parading 
about of someone living with HIV/AIDS, it is hoped that teens will 
gain both the knowledge and the motivation to avoid behaviors 
that put them in danger of contracting HIV/AIDS—despite the 
absence of explicit discussions of those behaviors.

The Theory of Reasoned Action

 The Theory of Reasoned Action accepts a great deal of the 
Health Belief Model’s assumptions with respect to the first two 
levels and focuses on barriers to change at the third level. Behavior 
is believed to be determined by underlying cognitive structures 
(Ajzen 1985, 1988; Ajzen and Madden 1986; Ajzen and Mid-
dlestadt 1989; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). Specifically, behavior 
change is held to be dependent upon the inter-relationship of 
beliefs, attitudes and intents. In effect, behavior is a function 
of intent. The knowledge being passed on in the Health Belief 
Model, according to Ajzen and Fishbein, runs up against barriers 
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to change at the level of deciphering the bases for a person’s intent 
to act.
 There are two factors to consider. First, there is one’s own 
attitude toward a particular behavior—which presumably is the 
target of the Health Belief Model. Second, there is how a person’s 
peers feel about a particular behavior—which presumably the 
Health Belief Model is neglecting. The Theory of Reasoned Ac-
tion, therefore, targets the larger circle of persons influencing an 
individual’s intent to act. The basic campaign is the same—inform 
persons of a particular danger and their susceptibility to it. But 
proponents of the Theory of Reasoned Action hope that by incor-
porating both the individual’s perspective and that of their peers 
(both of the components determining one’s intent to act) they can 
make up for a significant lacuna of the Health Belief Model.
 Examples of HIV/AIDS prevention programs based on the 
Theory of Reasoned Action in Puerto Rico are the many peer-
based interventions. For instance, many prevention programs 
targeting IDUs make an effort to employ former IDUs to provide 
HIV/AIDS education and to counsel current IDUs. The informa-
tion itself is less important than who is delivering it. The premise 
of such an intervention is simply that a current IDU is more likely 
to listen to (or to trust) a former IDU than a generic public health 
worker. In this manner, the current IDU has her/his own perspec-
tive impacted (by the prevention information) and, at the same 
time, the current IDU will be influenced by the perspective of 
their peer (the former IDU). Programs targeting at-risk women 
work in a similar manner, by enlisting formerly abused women to 
counsel women currently in abusive relationships.

The Social Cognitive Learning Theory

 Planted more squarely in the behaviorist tradition, the Social 
Cognitive Learning Theory attempts to incorporate one’s environ-
ment more directly than the previous two approaches (Bandura 
1977a, 1977b, 1986, 1989, 1994 and 1997). It is maintained that a 
triadic relationship—referred to as “reciprocal determinism”—
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between a person, their behavior and the environment shapes 
patterns of behavior change. The Social Cognitive  Learning 
Theory holds that one’s environment may cause a particular be-
havior. However, insofar as individuals use cognitive processes to 
interpret their environment (and particular behaviors) they may 
consciously act to change their environment (and their behaviors). 
There are two considerations with respect to cognitive processes 
related to interpreting and changing one’s environment and/or 
behavior.
 First, there are those cognitive processes related to outcome 
expectations (i.e., persons consciously perform certain acts with 
the belief that they will lead to certain outcomes). Second, there 
are those cognitive processes related to environmental and/or per-
sonal barriers. Persons are able to pursue outcome expectations 
only insofar as they possess the capacity to apply learning toward 
specific outcomes. I.e., persons do not perform certain acts related 
to specific outcomes if they lack a sense of self-efficacy. The Social 
Cognitive Learning Theory, therefore, attempts to build upon the 
knowledge base established by the two former models of behavior 
change, while incorporating an element to address the issue of 
self-efficacy tied to one’s environment.
 Examples of AIDS prevention programs based on the Social 
Cognitive Learning Theory in Puerto Rico include programs built 
around a series of focused, small group workshops addressing 
issues of self-efficacy among gay men or gay teens. While such 
programs are to this point rare—there are one or two nonprofit 
agencies attempting to deliver these workshops—elements of this 
approach remain influential. The basic intervention is organized 
around four or five workshops. Between 10 to 15 participants are 
recruited. The workshops are generally divided into four themes: 
basic HIV/AIDS information, sexuality and Puerto Rican culture, 
self-efficacy and coping strategies, self-efficacy and skill-build-
ing. In addition, the workshops are peer-based and delivered by 
gay men or teens. The idea behind this intervention is to spend a 
minimal amount of time focusing on disease information and to 
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focus primarily on those aspects of the gay reality in Puerto Rico 
that puts one in danger of contracting HIV/AIDS. Once these 
 issues are brought out, participants spend the balance of the time 
discussing and practicing strategies and skills for confronting their 
heightened risk. While limited by its strong focus on self-efficacy 
as a strategy, this approach does provide some space for raising 
concerns in Puerto Rico tied to colonial conditions—just as it 
provides gay men an opportunity to address homophobia.

The Transtheoretical (Stages of Change) Model

 The final behavior modification model for HIV/AIDS pre-
vention is the Transtheoretical (Stages of Change) Model (Pro-
chaska, DiClemente and Norcross 1992; Prochaska, et al. 1994). 
The Transtheoretical Model is more a compilation of the other 
three models than a distinct model. The model is premised on 
the observation that an individual’s behavior change unfolds in 
stages. The first stage is precontemplation. At this stage a person 
is not aware of the need to change and therefore has no intent 
to change. This is also the point of entry for the Health Belief 
Model. The second stage is contemplation. At this point, a person 
recognizes and acknowledges the need to change. The third stage 
is preparation. Now a person indicates that s/he consciously intends 
to change. Getting to the point of intending to change is the focus 
of The Theory of Reasoned Action. The fourth stage is action. At 
this stage a person engages in initial efforts to change a behavior. 
Importantly, the Transtheoretical Model has little to say about the 
transition from preparation to action. This is the essential moment 
for the other three models and the Transtheoretical Model has 
been severely criticized on this point (Kalichman 1998).
 The fifth and final stage is maintenance. At this stage a person 
takes steps to sustain their behavior change. However, if a model 
cannot adequately explain why a person goes from an intent to 
change to an actual pattern of change, then it cannot have very 
much to say regarding how to maintain that change. Because of 
this basic failure to identify a specific mechanism of change, the 
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Transtheoretical Model is best thought of as a general framework 
for gauging change rather than a formal model explaining change. 
Nonetheless, the Transtheoretical Model has provided certain 
insights regarding how to structure interventions. First, not ev-
eryone targeted for an intervention begins at the same level (or 
stage). Interventions must be multi-leveled and flexible so as to 
meet the needs of each person (or groups of persons) at the stage 
they happen to be. Second, one-time interventions are of limited 
value. At best, a one-time intervention will advance a person one 
rung in a five-stage process. Multiple intervention sessions are 
required. Third, once behavior change is achieved, follow-up is 
critical to maintenance of change. Achieving behavior change is 
not the final moment. Continued contact with persons following 
behavior change is essential for the maintenance of that change.
 On-going, street-level work with gay sex workers in Puerto 
Rico presents a case in point. Young gay sex workers are a tran-
sient, hard-to-reach target population for HIV/AIDS preven-
tion. Through the use of outreach workers, one or two nonprofit 
agencies have been able to observe a consistent pattern of where 
and when gay sex workers solicit clients and where and when gay 
sex workers informally socialize. Once this pattern is established, 
outreach workers introduce themselves to a community of gay sex 
workers. The first step is to develop a positive rapport with mem-
bers of the community and to assess each individual’s basic level 
of knowledge about HIV/AIDS. This establishes at what stage a 
person is. Outreach workers are then able to tailor their message 
and materials to each individual’s level of understanding. Gay sex 
workers in Puerto Rico are often resistant to interventions based 
on formal gatherings and so outreach workers arrange periodic 
street-level meetings to prod individuals through the stages of 
change. Such conditions are clearly not ideal. Outreach workers 
attempt to keep track of individuals within this loose community 
and track their progress through multiple interactions. When in-
dividuals initiate significant behavior change, they are encouraged 
to join support groups so that outreach workers can develop a 
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formal follow-up mechanism as a means to maintain that behavior 
change.
 Table 2 provides a comparison of these four behavior modifi-
cation models base on their purported mechanisms of change, an 
example of an intervention and their expected outcomes.

Table 2: The Four Basic Behavior Modification Models

Model
Mechanism
of Change

Example of 
Intervention

Expected
Outcome

Health Belief 
Model

Raise knowl-
edge, motiva-
tion levels

School-based, 
workplace-
based education

Change individual 
behavior

Theory of 
Reasoned 
Action 

Raise motiva-
tion, intent-to-
change levels

Peer-based 
interventions

Change community 
norms and individu-
al behavior

Social Cogni-
tive Learning 
Theory

Raise motiva-
tion, self-effi-
cacy levels

Affinity 
group-based 
workshops with 
small group 
discussion and 
skills-building

Change individual 
behavior of group 
members

Transtheoreti-
cal Model Uncertain

Multi-level 
interventions 
with multiple 
sessions and 
post-change 
follow-up

Progression of 
individual through 
stages of change

The Three Core Elements of Behavior Modification 
Models

 These four behavior modification models, while differing 
somewhat in emphasis with respect to the nature of behavior 
change, share a common set of assumptions and a basic structure 
which are based upon three core elements; knowledge, motiva-
tion and capacity. Knowledge, properly deployed, convinces a 
person of the need for behavioral change. Motivation, properly 
framed, convinces a person of the benefits of change. Capacity, 
properly instilled, convinces a person of the possibility of change. 
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The  distinctions between approaches to behavior modification 
center on factors contributing to the enhancement of each of 
these elements. Importantly, knowledge, motivation and capacity 
are generally not depicted as mechanical, discrete stages with one 
naturally following the next. They are inter-related and develop 
in unison with one another.

Knowledge

 Rationality (the capacity to reason)—and not knowledge—is 
in fact the presumption of the first element of the behavior modi-
fication model. It is presumed that (1) a person needs knowledge 
and that (2) with such knowledge, a rational person will become 
motivated. Hence, a person with knowledge and without motiva-
tion is either irrational (i.e., not responding appropriately to a 
particular stimulus) or operating with a different rationality (i.e., 
reacting at variance to initial expectations but in a consistent man-
ner to a particular stimulus). Such tautological reasoning comforts 
the social scientist greatly, as the model cannot be questioned. 
Either the person is irrational (i.e., unreachable) or the approach 
must be re-oriented to better address the rationality of the per-
son. Failure (a non-change) is by definition impossible. Either the 
specific approach was wrong or the person was unreachable. The 
project itself never comes into question.
 Importantly, none of these models maintains that the simple 
presentation of information regarding HIV transmission is suf-
ficient to induce behavior change. However, all are agreed that 
there is an objective set of facts regarding HIV transmission which, 
properly understood, will contribute significantly to behavior 
change. The models differ over the most effective strategy for 
imparting this knowledge not whether or not this knowledge is 
necessary. Reason transforms knowledge into action.
 Herein lies the bases for “respecting” cultural differences 
while imposing behavior modification models in a colonial set-
ting (or among marginalized populations in general). A central 
component of all efforts to adapt US-based HIV/AIDS  prevention 
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programs for Puerto Rican consumption is an emphasis on cul-
turally-sensitive program content. This invariably entails the use 
of language, customs and cultural images familiar to the audi-
ence. English is translated into Spanish. US-based learning tools 
(games, anecdotes, songs, etc.) are supplanted for those with 
indigenous roots. Issues of women’s social position, food and 
nutrition and various social taboos (homosexuality, drug abuse, 
female “promiscuity”) are re-interpreted to reflect the indigenous 
reality. Importantly, adapting programs for cultural sensitivity is 
not the same as adapting programs to take into account patterns 
of colonial domination insofar as they contribute to the spread 
of HIV/AIDS. Indeed, as will be seen, it is a concession to local 
custom only insofar as it allows the program to surreptitiously alter 
the population’s behaviors without fundamentally impacting the 
colonial order. 
 The tautological reasoning of behavior modification theo-
retical works is most plainly revealed by the literature’s internal 
critiques. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), for example, developed the 
Theory of Reasoned Action in part as a response to inadequately 
theorized notions of rational response expectations within the 
Health Belief Model. They presented a basic challenge to the me-
chanical notion that: knowledge + rationality = behavior change. 
In so doing, however, the Theory of Reasoned Action essentially 
redefines “rationality” rather than embarking on a general cri-
tique of “rationality” as a cultural expression of a person’s relation 
to their social reality. Fishbein and Ajzen instead introduce a host 
of techniques for assessing and altering a person’s perception and 
acceptance of one’s social reality so as to induce preferred, correct 
and “rational” response patterns. As Fishbein, Middlestadt and 
Hitchcock (1994) appear to suggest in the following passage, the 
concrete social reality is secondary to the perceived social reality 
with respect to human behavior. This is crucial for all four behav-
ior modification models, insofar as an individual’s perception is 
considered far more malleable than is her/his social reality.
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[T]he theory [of reasoned action] assumes a causal chain that 
links beliefs to behavior. Behavior is viewed as a function of 
the intention to perform that behavior; intention is seen as 
a joint function of one’s overall positive or negative feeling 
toward performing the behavior, and one’s overall perception 
of social pressure to perform or not to perform the behavior. 
Attitude and subjective norm are, in turn, viewed as a function 
of underlying cognitive structures. More specifically, attitudes 
are viewed as a function of behavioral beliefs that performing 
the behavior will lead to certain outcomes and one’s evaluation 
of these outcomes. Subjective norms are viewed as a function of 
normative beliefs that specific referents (i.e., certain individuals 
or groups) think one should or should not perform the behavior 
and one’s motivation to comply with those referents. . . . In the 
final analysis, changing behavior is primarily a matter of chang-
ing this cognitive structure. (Fishbein, et al. 1994:63)

 This focus on addressing non-rational responses represents an 
effort to avoid directly confronting the fact that there are certain 
communities which present distinct difficulties for the behavior 
modification model—most particularly, as a project of social 
control and conformity. Within the US itself, the historical experi-
ences of some groups with public health agencies (or government 
agencies in general) present specific obstacles. For example, the 
behavior modification model relies heavily on the target commu-
nity’s acceptance of the health expert as a neutral, “scientific” 
agent. In this sense, the Tuskegee syphilis experiments on African 
American males has resulted in a unique “trust”  issue.
 Public opinion polls in the US consistently report that high 
numbers of African Americans remain fervently convinced that 
HIV/AIDS is part of a government conspiracy of genocide against 
the African American community. By what possible measure 
could a public health campaign take such a “rationality” into 
account? And to the extent it could—to the extent that a public 
health campaign could be devised which took into account a belief 
system assuming genocidal governmental intent so as to induce 
behavior change in that target population—would this not in it-
self be evidence of a conspiracy to manipulate a population (for 
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purposes of genocide or otherwise)?
 Similarly, the historical role of the US with respect to public 
health in Puerto Rico remains a source of genuine distrust and 
suspicion. The US government’s support for sterilization cam-
paigns across the Island for almost five decades along with early 
experimentation with contraception colors the response of Puerto 
Ricans to the supposedly benevolent motives of US-sponsored 
health officials today. Additionally, though long forgotten epi-
sodes of colonial rule for most in the US, for many on the Island 
incidents such as the so-called Rhoads Affair further shape Puerto 
Rican attitudes toward US-sponsored health campaigns. 
 Cornelius Rhoads was a physician working in San Juan’s 
Presbyterian Hospital in the early 1930s. In a letter to a friend 
he detailed his hatred for Puerto Ricans and his desire for their 
“extermination,” which, he bragged, he had personally already 
begun “by killing off eight and transplanting cancer into several 
more” (Ramírez and Seipp 1983:27). The letter was intercepted 
and published in the Island’s main newspaper. 

The Porto Ricans . . . are beyond doubt the dirtiest, laziest, 
most degenerate and thievish race of men ever inhabiting this 
sphere. . . . What the island needs is not public health work but 
a tidal wave or something to totally exterminate the population. 
It might then be livable. I have done my best to further the 
process of extermination by killing off eight and transplanting 
cancer into several more. The latter has not resulted in any fa-
talities so far. . . . The matter of consideration for the patients’ 
welfare plays no role here—in fact, all physicians take delight 
in the abuse and torture of the unfortunate subjects. (Ramírez 
and Seipp 1983:27)

5

Thus, issues of colonialism (as well as racism) cannot simply be 
ignored with respect to explaining how persons react when pre-
sented with information based upon rationalities at variance with 
their own. The structure of the colonial discourse (not simply local 
culture), in large measure, determines the success or failure of 
behavior modification models. Success or failure, in this sense, is 
essentially a matter of judging rationality. 
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 The health experts begin their task, therefore, at the preci-
pice of colonialism. They stand at the meeting ground of colonial 
subject and colonizer. They present themselves (their knowledge) 
as “neutral” and “scientific”. They are presenting a set of data 
whose receptivity is assumed to be independent of historical so-
cial context. Just as the scientific manager is simply trying to help 
the worker with some task, the health expert is merely passing 
on some useful tips. The extent to which the worker may be ced-
ing power to the manager by accepting such “help” or the health 
expert’s subject may be legitimizing colonial domination is not a 
consideration.

Motivation

 Knowledge alerts a (rational) person to the fact that there 
is a danger. Motivation, the second core element, demonstrates 
that there is a way to avoid the danger. At this point, however, 
our health expert is strangely transformed from a detached social 
scientist into a Bible-thumping preacher. As the ideological com-
ponents of the behavior modification model are not frequently 
discussed, this requires some explanation. Put most simply, the 
goal of the model is the promotion of abstinence from a particular 
activity, which is the source of immediate gratification, by means 
of a promise of a later reward. This basic concept is an ideologi-
cal cornerstone of social control in all capitalist societies. Hence, 
the wayward Christian gives up adultery, purposely procreating 
for entrance to the Kingdom of Heaven. The welfare mother is 
reduced to penury by a tough-love government so as to build char-
acter allowing her to “make something” of her life. The faithful 
worker restrains one’s self from unproductive activities so as to 
get that next raise. The children of Freud fight their libido so as 
to make their way through life free of angst.
 An essential premise of the behavior modification model 
is thus an extension of the basic ideology of conformity within 
capitalist society in general—refrain and yea shall reap. There 
remains a paralyzing dilemma for such ideological representations 
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in capitalist society, however. If the choice were simply between 
“certain” immediate gratification (Sin) and a “possible” long-term 
reward (Heaven) then the choice would remain less than clear. 
Therefore, a negative influence is called for (Hell). Further, im-
mediate gratification is certain and concrete while long-term re-
wards are uncertain and abstract. Thus long-term negatives must 
be represented as concretely as immediate gratification. The more 
concrete the immediate gratification (adultery, a drug high, stolen 
goods) the more concrete must be the negatives (the fires of hell, 
a long and tortured death, inhuman prison cells).
 A basic difficulty for behavior modification models, ideologi-
cally, is that they emerge from social orders rife with so many acute 
contradictions:

idle, ostentatious wealth alongside austerity for the poor
inherited social privilege alongside a strong work ethic
instant diets, lotteries alongside the virtues of frugality
salvation from Sin alongside sacrifice for one’s faith
down-sizing and golden parachutes alongside loyalty, obedi-
ence
industrial war profiteering, political careerism alongside solemn 
patriotism

How precisely does the “rational” actor respond in such an en-
vironment?
 Returning to the logic of the behavior modification model 
and the presumption of a rational actor, the choice is simple. 
Either a person is rational and needs only to be presented the 
consequences of pursuing immediate gratification or they are 
irrational and hence unreachable. As the behavior modification 
model develops, however, rationality (on the part of the partici-
pant) appears to play less of a role than deliberate manipulation 
(on the part of the health expert). In fact, knowledge (the negative 
receptivity of which provides the basis for judging irrationality) 
is presented to the participant in a deliberately deceptive man-
ner: e.g., (1) masking its hidden agenda, (2) purporting to be a 
neutral entity, rather than an instrument for gauging rationality, 
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(3) appealing to (and promoting) a dominant societal ideology of 
abstinence (based upon the construction of indescribably horrid, 
long-term consequences) and (4) implicitly endorsing the goal of 
social/personal control.
 Knowledge is no longer an objective set of facts. It is a tool 
within a larger strategy—a means to an end. Its manner of pre-
sentation provides a textbook definition of manipulation. That is, 
the deliberate presentation of knowledge in a manner designed to 
cause change in a person without that person’s full understanding 
of the process of presentation. The accuracy of the information 
is less important than the manner of presentation. The design 
of AIDS 101 presentations targeting IDUs in Puerto Rico is a 
case in point. AIDS 101 presentations are designed to provide 
the target population with a basic understanding of the causes 
and impact of HIV/AIDS. With respect to manipulation there 
are three factors to take into account. First, there is the issue of 
who is selected to disseminate the information. Generally, the 
presentation is handled by either a health expert, a current person 
living with HIV/AIDS and/or a former IDU. Thus, the legitimacy 
of the presenter is established in advance of the information be-
ing delivered. This is critical because the selection of who speaks 
is based on a judgment by the program designers regarding the 
audience’s receptivity not of the message, but of the person. 
 The second consideration is the setting. The IDUs may be 
gathered in a church or a school auditorium with fellow IDUs or, 
more commonly, they may be addressed individually (or in small 
groups) through street outreach. The goal, as in the case of who 
delivers the message, is to determine which setting puts the IDU 
most at ease. Thus, prior to even saying hello, the IDU’s environ-
ment has been carefully studied and analyzed so as to choose a 
setting that will maximize one’s opportunity to effectively reach 
the target population. While the target population is expected to 
presume that the setting represents a neutral location based on 
convenience or utility, it, in fact, represents a purposely staged 
and controlled environment. Lastly, the manner of message de-
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livery is specially designed to penetrate the IDU’s world. This is 
done through the adaptation of street slang, the design of easy to 
understand pamphlets and the intermixing of graphic, street-level 
anecdotes. In this manner, the entire presentation is carefully or-
chestrated through a manner of message delivery that minimizes 
input from the target population. What emerges is a stilted, one-
way conversation. The presenter is allowed to ask about (or as-
sume to know about) any aspect of the IDU’s personal life history 
and habits. However, IDUs are allowed only to ask the presenter 
about basic clinical information. 
 Again, the goal is to have the nature of the audience impact 
the content of the presentation as minimally as possible. The 
working assumption is that the presenter has an objective set of 
facts, the content of which does not change, though the manner 
of presentation must be specially tailored to penetrate the world 
(and ideally the psyche) of a given target population. The very fact 
that supposedly objective knowledge is manipulated in this way 
demonstrates that the model does not, in fact, rely upon an ap-
peal to (nor faith in) rationality. The entire presentation is based 
upon a presumption of irrationality (i.e., the implicit notion that 
were the information presented in an objective manner free of 
manipulative orchestration there would be less chance of change). 
Importantly, knowledge in this sense is not “learned” by partici-
pants. Rather, an interpretation or perspective of the world “as it 
truly is” is transferred. Freire’s notion of the “banking concept,” 
developed within his analysis of passivity and general education 
practices in the 1960s, remains a fundamental reference in this 
regard (Freire 1993).
 Within a colonial setting, an ideology of abstinence has several 
distinct consequences. Modern colonial rule is premised upon—
and legitimized by—the presumption of mutual material gain. 
Short-term sacrifices (sovereignty, cultural autonomy, language, 
etc.) are seen as necessary inconveniences for long-term prosper-
ity in a colony. Puerto Rico’s post-war, US-led industrialization 
was sold by Luis Muñoz Marín (its political architect) and his 
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followers to the Puerto Rican public based upon this basic notion 
of abstinence. Hence, to the extent that behavior  modification 
models act to foster and legitimize this ideology, they may be 
seen as contributing to both a public health campaign as well as a 
politics of apathy. Dilapidated social infrastructures, chronic pov-
erty and everyday forms of social injustice are all temporary (and 
necessary) inconveniences if one is to reap long-term rewards. 
The ideological content of a public health campaign aimed at be-
havioral conformity must be analyzed in the context of a society’s 
historical and social situation. 
 In this sense, the pedagogical structure of behavior modifica-
tion models is central. The health expert must possess knowledge 
in three areas: epidemiology, sociology and psychology. Epide-
miological data informs the health expert as to the nature of the 
actual public health danger. Sociological data informs the health 
expert as to the social context of the target population. Psycho-
logical data informs the health expert as to the manner in which 
the target population will receive and react to information. Thus, 
within a colonial setting, the health expert’s task is to identify, 
locate, assess, inform and manipulate the target population. The 
health expert is the subject and the target population is the ob-
ject of this process (discourse). The “scientific” knowledge about 
the nature of the public health danger and the pedagogy used to 
present it are assumed by the behavior modification model to be 
neutral and unaffected by the process.
 With respect to HIV/AIDS, the connection between the health 
expert (the subject) and the at-risk individual (the object) is HIV/
AIDS itself. Mediating this relation is the medical/scientific estab-
lishment and governmental social service agencies which establish 
the perimeters of the relation. This structuring of the relation be-
tween the health expert and the at-risk individual is a factor which 
the at-risk individual remains acutely aware of. Put differently, 
the object (of the behavior modification model) remains aware of 
their objectification. The health expert (the subject), meanwhile, 
proceeds as if unaware of this awareness on the part of the at-risk 
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individual. A peculiar interplay of subject/object results.
 An analogy can be made to a theater audience (the subject) 
watching a play (the object). It would be as if suddenly the audi-
ence forgot that the actors (the objects) were consciously per-
forming for them and audience members came onto the stage 
to interact with the role-playing actors. The moment that an 
audience member disrupts the understood subject/object relation 
there is no longer a “play”. There is no longer a subject/object rela-
tion. The health expert stands in relation to the at-risk population 
precisely as the audience stands in relation to the play. The at-risk 
person is never allowed to forget the nature of this relation—as 
embodied in the health expert’s role as “expert”. The health ex-
pert, however, insofar as they are allowed to enter the “natural” 
setting of the object (to step on stage so to speak), imagines that 
the subject/object opposition has been overcome. 
 A case in point is the community health educator carrying out 
HIV/AIDS outreach among gay sex workers. In order to gain the 
trust of the population, the health educator must first familiar-
ize her/himself with the vocabulary, schedules, norms and basic 
operating codes at play. To do so the health educator strikes an 
amoral pose, though the sex workers understand clearly that this 
person would not be there were s/he not interested in chang-
ing their behavior. The sex workers play along with the health 
educator’s amoral charade either for a stipend or perhaps out of 
boredom. Separate residential neighborhoods, separate social 
circles and separate workplaces/colleagues mark the true nature 
of the (foreign) health educator’s role. By entering the sex work-
ers’ environment and over time establishing contacts, the health 
educator imagines that s/he has gained acceptance, understand-
ing and genuine empathy. The fiction is broken, however, each 
evening when the health educator retreats from the sex workers’ 
environment. Indeed, were the health educator and sex worker to 
meet in the former’s neighborhood, social hang out or workplace 
the amoral, neutral façade would evaporate and the pair’s true 
relation (defined not by charitable individual intention but by 
concrete social convention) would emerge.
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 This is a relation that the sex worker remains keenly aware of 
and it is extremely rare for her/him to cross the unspoken bound-
aries of neighborhoods, social circles or workplaces—though the 
health educator makes such transgressions on a daily basis, as-
suming acceptance due to their good nature and neutral, amoral 
presence. They are there merely to befriend and inform. Their 
information, they assure—sound, scientific learning—is as neutral 
as their friendship. Thus, the health expert stands in relation to 
the target population (a messenger of objective, medical science) 
as the preacher stands in relation to the sinner (a messenger of 
God). Never open to question in such a structure is the nature of 
the relation of the health expert to the medical science or of the 
preacher to God. This is the basic foundation for an authoritarian 
model.
 Within the colonial setting, just as within the Taylorist factory, 
the struggle for control of the subjectivity of the colonial popula-
tion (or of assembly line workers) lies at the heart of establishing 
the subject/object relation. The colonial subject exists in relation 
to the colonizer. Their history is an extension of the history of the 
colonizer. Their customs and languages are adapted to those of 
the colonizer. Their social organization is developed to serve the 
colonizer. They are the object in this relation and any questioning 
of this fact is tantamount to open rebellion. The colonial object 
remains aware of this peculiar interplay—constantly suppressing 
one’s history, customs, languages and pre-colonial relations of 
social organization. Hence, the introduction of behavior modifica-
tion models in a colonial setting is but one more denial of one’s 
subjectivity, in this case, vis-à-vis the health expert. 

Capacity

 The third core element of behavior modification models is 
capacity. This involves convincing persons that it is possible to 
overcome (social and/or personal) obstacles to change. In part, 
this is a continuation of an appeal to negative reinforcement. 
A key difference, with respect to capacity versus motivation, 
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 however, is the calculated shift from group-based guilt (iv drug 
users, “promiscuous” gays) to individual salvation. This is not to 
say that social and practical obstacles are ignored. Rather, they 
are addressed through recipes of personal fortitude. Courage, 
commitment and inner strength can see the sinner through to 
salvation. In an instant, the true agenda of our faithful health ex-
pert is revealed. All efforts go not toward addressing the historical 
social conditions contributing to particular behaviors. All efforts 
go toward confronting Original Sin. Just as within the Taylorist 
schema, the collection of surveys, interviews and censuses results 
not in a pristine portrait of society but in a host of instruments 
for controlling wayward members of society. Confronting social 
conditions is dropped from consideration for the less messy task 
of adjusting the “deviant” to the norms of social conditions. Thus, 
the behavior modification model becomes a means for sustaining 
a social order, a proselytizing tool—a request which it is ever so 
rare to read in any experimental subject’s consent form.
 With respect to capacity, the behavior modification model 
emerges as a rudimentary tool of social conformity. There are 
persons who exhibit inappropriate social behavior. An analysis of 
the target population in their natural setting reveals tendencies 
and patterns of inappropriate behavior. This allows the health 
expert to identify deviant populations with greater precision and 
thereby isolate and alter specific behaviors while neglecting the 
nature (specificity) of the social setting itself. The goal is to alter 
isolated behavior patterns while impacting the social settings as 
minimally as possible. Capacity is, therefore, a critical element 
of the behavior modification model, marking the moment when 
self-realization (knowledge and motivation) is transformed into 
self-actualization (a desired change). Providing the basis for this 
transformation is the behavior modification model’s effort to lo-
calize pathology in (deviant) individuals rather than (corrupting) 
social structures. The effort to maintain pathological social orders 
while exorcising society of certain pathological acts takes place on 
two levels: the individual versus society and the individual versus 
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specific (disembodied) behaviors.
 Conflicts at the level of the individual versus society are 
manifest across the broader social order. There is an effort to 
stop urban crime without addressing unemployment by means of 
imprisoning individuals en masse who commit socially-defined 
criminal acts. There is an effort to curtail “laziness” among work-
ers without addressing alienation within the workplace by means 
of threatening to fire those labeled slackers. There is an effort to 
end HIV at-risk behaviors without addressing the social origins of 
such behaviors by means of threatening death for persons “guilty” 
of such acts. Methodologically, such approaches follow the simple 
logic that the fewer variables one needs to account for, the more 
generalizable the model. In other words, if all one needs to do to 
change a person’s behavior is to scare them with a message then 
that proven tactic may be immediately appropriated and taken to 
other locations. If one needs to scare them with a message and 
restructure their neighborhood to expand employment oppor-
tunities than applying this model elsewhere is that much more 
difficult.
 Conflicts at the level of the individual versus specific (disem-
bodied) behaviors, by their nature, tend to be less visible. The 
individual is reduced to a set of discrete, quantifiable physical 
acts. Pathology, already located in an individual separated from 
society, is further isolated in the specific acts of the individual. 
Just as the individual is considered to be detachable from their 
social setting, specific behaviors are teased out and studied apart 
from the individual as a complete person. Thus, persons at risk 
of HIV infection are not thinking, feeling human beings, they 
are biophysiological entities existing in the form of a body that is 
engaged in injection drug use or unprotected sex. For purposes 
of fitting individuals into the behavior modification model, there-
fore, persons are reduced to a set of documentable, quantifiable 
behaviors. Social pathologies, originally associated with specific 
communities in particular social settings, are transformed into 
finite, definable, measurable behaviors.
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 As previously remarked upon, akin to Taylorism in the factory, 
the behavior modification model places its emphasis, with respect 
to change, not on the impact of society on the individual but on 
the individual’s capacity to adapt to society. This is accomplished, 
first, by focusing on individual rather than social pathology and, 
second, by focusing on the particular behaviors of a person rather 
than on the whole person. A medical model of social investiga-
tion, wherein a virus (pathological behaviors) is seen as infecting 
certain social settings, is held up as a marvelous tool of behavior 
modification models rather than as being itself a virus which has 
infected social investigation.
 Table 3 illustrates the application of the medical model to 
social phenomena by comparing a four-step approach to address-
ing dysentery with a four-step approach to addressing HIV/AIDS 
prevention. In step 1 an infectious agent is identified. With respect 
to dysentery, this is done by tracing the problem to a polluted 
water supply. With respect to HIV/AIDS, this is done by tracing 
the problem to a contaminated target population (e.g. gay men). 
In step 2 an infectious agent is studied. In the case of dysentery, 
a sample is gathered from the water supply. In the case of HIV/
AIDS, a sample is recruited from the target population. Step 3 
involves an analysis of the infectious agent. Impurities are isolated 
in the water sample. At-risk behaviors are isolated in the target 

Table 3: Four-Step Medical Model:
Comparison of Treating Dysentery and HIV/AIDS

Dysentery in Poor
Community

HIV/AIDS Prevention 

Step 1: Identify 
Infectious Agent Polluted water supply Contaminated target 

population

Step 2: Study 
Infectious Agent

Take sample from water 
supply

Recruit members of tar-
get population

Step 3: Analyze 
Infectious Agent Isolate impurities Isolate at-risk behaviors

Step 4: Treat In-
fectious Agent

Chemical purifiers to 
eliminate impurities

Behavior Modification 
Model to wipe out at-risk 
behaviors
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population recruits. Step 4 is treatment. Chemical purifiers are 
pumped into the polluted water supply to eliminate impurities. 
Behavior modification models are introduced to the contaminated 
target population to wipe out at-risk behaviors.
 The implications of the behavior modification model’s em-
phasis on the individual rather than society and a set of behaviors 
rather than the complete human being are clear. To address ob-
stacles at the level of the social setting would require addressing 
individuals as full social beings and would not allow the reduc-
tion of a person to a collection of documentable behaviors. If 
one is targeting 100 women who are in abusive relationships and 
this abuse is linked to behavior patterns that put them at risk of 
contracting HIV/AIDS—while one must focus on abuse—one is 
addressing the issue of abuse only as a means to change particu-
lar behaviors (unprotected sex). Hence, a reprieve from abuse is 
sought not in an effort to curb abuse in society but as a means to 
change residual behaviors. The ultimate goal is the curtailment 
of particular behaviors with minimal impact on external social 
factors in order to generate the most generalizable intervention 
strategies. For instance, if a valium prescription could effectively 
curtail at-risk behaviors without reducing abuse, then from the 
standpoint of the intervention this would be a success. The anal-
ogy to a reduction in the spread of HIV/AIDS in colonial settings 
via appeals to rugged individualism is transparent.
 Thus, such models emphasize preparing individuals psycho-
logically to overcome social barriers by addressing self-esteem, 
self-efficacy and self confidence. The self is antiseptically treated 
apart from the community, apart from one’s material existence. 
Self-autonomy is paraded as the antidote to the social being. 
The individual triumphs over society. The glorification of the 
individual, however, is remarkably short-lived. Measuring an 
intervention’s effectiveness requires systematically reducing the 
individual to a set of documentable, quantifiable behaviors and 
re-absorbing the individual into an aggregated, bodiless target 
population. This final step is arguably the most insidious.
 Our faithful social scientist does not stop with the simple 
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 reduction of a person from a full social being to a set of document-
able, quantifiable behaviors. By means of statistical compilation, 
the health expert is now able to sketch a composite representation 
of our troubled community. The set of documented behaviors of 
100 individuals is transformed into an abstract entity—the sample 
population. The individual, our original contact with Sin, disap-
pears. Where the individual was once at least represented by a set 
of documented behaviors they now have their identity absorbed 
within an amorphous, imagined body. Where once the members 
of the target population were warned of damnation, death and 
prison, they now find themselves—at the hands of the objective 
social scientist—reduced to invisibility, obscurity and extinction.
 The emphasis on social change at the level of the individual 
rather than the level of society as well as the reliance on a set 
of documentable behaviors rather than a whole person places 
behavior modification models squarely within both the Taylorist 
tradition and the long history of colonial domination. Assembly 
line workers and colonial subjects are not human beings to be 
developed, they are sets of bundled behavior patterns to be engi-
neered. Braverman and others have depicted the disciples of Tay-
lor mapping out the precise motions of assembly line workers so as 
to extinguish autonomy just as Ranajit Guha and others detailed 
the British civil servant’s detailed study of Indian subjects so as 
to anticipate insurrection (Marcuse 1964; Braverman 1983; Guha 
1983). This entire methodology—if not the precise project—was 
then lifted uncritically from these past experiences and applied to 
public health prevention campaigns. It is a methodology steeped 
in manipulation, deception and above all, control. Denial of the 
targeted (colonial) subject’s individual subjectivity is the basis and 
goal of such behavior modification campaigns within colonial set-
tings. In this manner conformity is achieved and in this manner 
the deviant, colonial subject is tamed.

Conclusion

 Beginning in the early 1990s, the CDC began a concerted 
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campaign to prioritize funding for HIV prevention campaigns 
that were theoretically grounded in social science research. Four 
behavior modification models, in particular, have been identified 
by the CDC as beneficial. These include the Health Belief Model, 
the Theory of Reasoned Action, Social Cognitive Theory and the 
Transtheoretical Model. The promoters of these behavior modi-
fication models—noting that they were not developed especially 
for Puerto Ricans or for any other population—portray their use 
as politically neutral. They are, after all, the products of well-in-
tentioned public health authorities whose basic aim is to advance 
public health in general and to work toward the elimination of a 
dread ailment. 
 It is argued here that, the origin of these models and the sin-
cere public health concerns of their promoters aside, there are 
unique consequences when behavior modification models are 
exported by colonial powers to their colonial possessions—as in 
the case of US-funded HIV prevention campaigns in Puerto Rico. 
Importantly, this does not suggest a conscious effort on the part of 
those conducting HIV prevention work in Puerto Rico to advance 
the interests of US colonialism. Rather, at issue here is the extent 
to which the use of behavior modification models may indirectly 
contribute to the legitimation of US colonial rule in Puerto Rico. 
It is suggested, for instance, that an analogy can be drawn between 
the role of behavior modification models in a colonial setting 
and the role of Taylorism to pacify factory labor (and legitimate 
managerial rule) in the early stages of industrialization.
 In this regard, the four behavior modification models exhibit 
several core features that are consistent with efforts to pacify 
and undermine anticolonial mobilization. At the core of the four 
models is the orchestrated manipulation of knowledge and mo-
tivation to minimize individual autonomy. Not even pretending 
to provide an objective set of facts and data, HIV prevention 
messages are carefully packaged to minimize subjectivity. It is 
hoped that by presenting “the facts” in a certain manner, all 
persons will respond in a rational and predictable fashion to stop 
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certain behaviors. In this way, persons are motivated to change by 
fear of horrific punishments for forbidden behaviors. Neither an 
individual’s subjective judgment nor his/her personal initiative are 
encouraged or desired. At the same time, the advocacy of heroic 
rugged individualism (masquerading as an empowering form of 
self-efficacy) restricts any call for collective action on the part of 
those targeted for behavior change. The notion of capacity is used 
to exalt individual fortitude and to marginalized large-scale social 
change.
 Lastly, it must be affirmed that the HIV/AIDS epidemic in 
Puerto Rico is real and its social and personal consequences are 
devastating. The implication of the arguments offered here is not 
that HIV prevention work should be curtailed or cut back. Given 
the realities of colonial rule, it is understood that Puerto Rico is 
severely limited in its access to resources to combat HIV/AIDS. 
For this reason, it is imperative that public health workers continue 
to work with the CDC and other colonial agencies to address the 
Island’s epidemic. At the same time, it is hoped that the Island’s 
public health workers will take advantage of the occasional op-
portunity to confront Puerto Rico’s colonial subjugation through 
the creative appropriation of the behavior modification models 
to address the historical and social reality of Puerto Rico today.
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Notes
 1

 The truly virulent nature of the link between HIV/AIDS and colonial rule is 
borne out by the pattern of reported AIDS cases among Puerto Ricans liv-
ing in the US. Puerto Ricans in the US suffer from the same high incidence 
rates as well as the same primary transmission patterns; injection drug use 
and female sex partners of IDUs (Selik et al. 1989; Díaz et al. 1993).

 2 There are two critical caveats with respect to this essay’s central argument. 
First, the behavior modification models discussed here were not initially 
developed for the purpose of advancing US colonial rule in Puerto Rico. 
They were, in fact, developed by well intentioned social scientists in the US 
whose primary motive was to help stem the AIDS epidemic in Puerto Rico 
and elsewhere. The concern here is to consider the implications of even 
the most well-meaning public health workers conducting HIV prevention 
campaigns in a colonial setting. Again, it is argued here that these campaigns 
cannot be viewed as neutral or apolitical under such conditions. Second, it 
must be recognized that US-financed HIV prevention campaigns in Puerto 
Rico have not always been based on behavior modification models. It is only 
in the last ten years or so that the CDC and other government agencies 
have been able to tie funding to the use of theoretically-based prevention 
models.

 3 For the purpose of this essay, the details of Taylor’s model are less important 
than its basic principles. In fact, it can be argued that Taylor’s approach did 
not represent a coherent model per se, as much as a collection of practices 
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designed to document and quantify the activities of workers within industrial 
settings.

 4 Unless indicated otherwise, the term “target population” is to be interpreted 
by its use within the public health lexicon, referring to any population spe-
cifically selected for an intervention.

 5 Rhoads was investigated and forced to leave Puerto Rico, whereupon, his 
admitted racist malpractice earned him a promotion to Director of the 
Sloan-Kettering Institute in New York City.


